Age-related episodic memory decline is characterized by striking heterogeneity across 36 individuals. Hippocampal pattern completion is a fundamental process supporting episodic 37 memory. Yet, the degree to which this mechanism is impaired with age, and contributes to 38 variability in episodic memory, remains unclear. We combine univariate and multivariate 39 analyses of fMRI data from a large cohort of cognitively normal older adults (N=100; 60-82 40 yrs) to measure hippocampal activity and cortical reinstatement during retrieval of trial-41 unique associations. Trial-wise analyses revealed that hippocampal activity predicted 42 cortical reinstatement strength, and these two metrics of pattern completion independently 43 predicted retrieval success. However, increased age weakened cortical reinstatement and 44 its relationship to memory behaviour. Critically, individual differences in the strength of 45 hippocampal activity and cortical reinstatement explained unique variance in performance 46 across multiple assays of episodic memory. These results indicate that fMRI indices of 47 hippocampal pattern completion explain within-and across-individual memory variability in 48 older adults. 49   50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 3 Episodic memory -in particular the ability to form and retrieve associations between multiple 58 event elements that comprise past experiences -declines with age (1-3). Retrieval of an 59 episodic memory relies critically on hippocampal-dependent pattern completion, which 60 entails reactivation of a stored memory trace by the hippocampus in response to a partial 61 cue, leading to replay of cortical activity patterns that were present at the time of memory 62 encoding (4-7). Given observed links between in vivo measures of pattern completion and 63 episodic remembering (8-10), and evidence of altered hippocampal function with age (11-64 12), changes in hippocampal pattern completion may play an important role in explaining 65 age-related impairments in episodic memory. While a leading hypothesis, the degree to 66 which the integrity of pattern completion can explain (a) trial-to-trial differences in episodic 67 remembering within older adults and (b) differences in memory performance between older 68 individuals remain underspecified.
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To measure pattern completion during retrieval, we used univariate and multivariate 139 analyses focused on a priori regions of interest (ROIs; Figure 2 ). To measure hippocampal 140 function, our primary analyses examined univariate activity in the whole hippocampus 141 bilaterally. In addition, we measured activity in three subfields within the body of the 142 hippocampus --dentate gyrus/CA3 (DG/CA3), CA1, and subiculum (SUB) --given prior 143 work suggesting that aging may differentially affect individual hippocampal subfields (39, 144 41,42) and models predicting differential subfield involvement in pattern completion, 145 including a key role for subfield CA3 (8, 43) . To measure cortical reinstatement, we focused 146 on two cortical regions --ventral temporal cortex (VTC) and angular gyrus (ANG) --147 motivated by mounting evidence in healthy younger adults that these two areas support 148 content-rich representations during memory retrieval (10, 25, (44) (45) (46) , and that their 149 representations may be differentially related to memory-guided behaviour (44) (45) (46) . Category-150 level reinstatement (i.e., face/place) was quantified via pattern classification and event-151 specific reinstatement (e.g., Queen Elizabeth, Golden Gate Bridge) was quantified using 
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We assessed performance on the associative cued recall task using three measures: 1) 165 old/new d' --discrimination between studied and novel words during the in-scan memory 166 test, irrespective of memory for the associate; 2) associative d' --correctly remembering the 167 category of associated images encoded with studied words, relative to falsely indicating an 168 associative category to novel words; and 3) post-scan exemplar-specific associative recall -
169
-proportion correct recall of the specific exemplars associated with studied words.
170
Performance on all three measures declined with age (old/new d': b = -0.35, p < .001; 171 associative d': b = -0.30, p < .005, Figure 3a ; post-scan exemplar-specific recall: b = -0.34, 172 p < .001, Figure 3b ), but did not vary by sex (bs = -0.10, -0.33, -0.23; ps ≥ .10) or years of 173 education (b = -0.03, -0.02, -0.07; ps > .47). Critically, despite this decline in performance 174 with age, we also observed considerable variability in performance across individuals in 175 each measure (Figure 3 and Table 1 ).
176
Individual-differences and trial-wise analyses revealed that post-scan associative 177 recall tracked in-scanner associative memory. First, individuals who demonstrated higher 178 associative memory during scanning showed superior recall of the specific exemplars on the 179 post-scan test (controlling for age; b = .62, p < 10 -12 ; Figure 3c ). Second, trial-wise analysis 180 revealed that making an in-scan associative hit predicted successful post-scan exemplar 181 recall (χ 2 (1) = 159.68, p < 10 -36 ). These findings suggest that post-scan exemplar-specific 182 retrieval --while quantitatively lower due to the longer retention interval, change of context, 183 and interference effects --is a good approximation of recall of the specific exemplar during 184 scanning (relative to simply recalling more general category information). 
192
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We quantified reinstatement of relevant face or scene features (i.e., category-level 215 reinstatement) in VTC and ANG using subject-specific classifiers trained on all encoding 216 phase data for an individual, and tested for cortical reinstatement in the independent 217 retrieval phase data; significance was assessed using permutation testing. Classifier 218 accuracy (Figure 4a ) was above chance (50%) during associative hits in VTC (M = 68.3%, p 219 < .005) and ANG (M = 72.3%, p < .001), but did not exceed chance when associative 220 retrieval failed, including on associative miss trials (VTC: 49.8%, p = .57; ANG: 50.4%, p =
221
.49), item hit (VTC: 53.5%, p = .29; ANG: 53.3%, p = .31), and item miss trials (VTC: 47.1%, 222 p = .68; ANG: 51.6%, p = .41; see Methods for trial type definitions). Classifier accuracy 223 during associative hits was greater in ANG relative to VTC (t(99) = 4.05, p < .001). Analyses
224
of the time course of cortical reinstatement during associative hits revealed significant 225 10 reinstatement effects emerging ~4-6s post-stimulus onset (Figure S2 ). Analogous category-226 level reinstatement effects were observed using a pattern similarity approach (i.e., encoding-227 retrieval similarity (ERS); see Supplementary Results).
228
Evidence for reinstatement during successful, but not unsuccessful, associative 229 retrieval is consistent with theories that posit that reinstatement of event features (here, face 230 or scene features) supports accurate memory-based decisions (here, associate category 231 judgments). More directly supporting this hypothesis, generalized logistic and linear mixed 232 effects models revealed that greater trial-wise cortical reinstatement in VTC and ANG --233 quantified using log odds of the classifier's probability estimate --predicted (a) an increased 234 probability of an associative hit (VTC: χ 2 (1) = 102.42, p < 10 -24 ; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 102.42, p < 10 - 
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= 63.89, p < 10 -15 ; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 87.44, p < 10 -21 ; Figure S3a) , and (c) faster retrieval 237 decision RTs on associative hit trials (VTC: χ 2 (1) = 29.78, p < 10 -8 ; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 23.39, p < 238 10 -6 ; Figure 4c ). These data provide novel evidence that the strength of category-level 239 reinstatement in VTC and ANG is linked to memory behaviour in cognitively normal older 240 adults (see Supplementary Results for analogous ERS findings).
242
Trial-wise Event-level Reinstatement Predicts Memory
243
We next used encoding-retrieval similarity (ERS) to quantify trial-unique, event-specific 244 reinstatement of encoding patterns, comparing the similarity of an event's encoding and 245 retrieval patterns (within-event ERS) to similarity of encoding patterns from other events 246 from the same category (within-category ERS). Evidence for event-level reinstatement was 247 present in both VTC (t (99) = 2.26, p < .05) and ANG (t (99) = 3.54, p < .001) during 248 associative hits (Figure 4d) . Moreover, the strength of trial-wise event-level reinstatement -
249
-controlling for category-level reinstatement effects (i.e., including within-category ERS as a 250 regressor of noninterest) and univariate activity in each region --predicted (a) an increased 251 probability of an associative hit (VTC: χ 2 (1) = 1.77, p = 0.184; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 7.81, p < .005; 252 Figure 4e ) and (b) an increased probability of post-scan exemplar-specific recall (VTC: χ 2 (1) 253 11 = 5.33, p < .05; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 7.89, p < .005; Figure 4f ), but did not predict decision RT on 254 associative hit trials (VTC: p = .837; ANG: p = .249). These results demonstrate a 255 relationship between trial-unique, event-specific cortical reinstatement and associative 256 retrieval in older adults.
258
Trial-wise Hippocampal Retrieval Activity Predicts Behaviour and Reinstatement 259 Successful associative retrieval, ostensibly driven by pattern completion, was accompanied 260 by greater hippocampal activity (Figure 4g ) relative to associative misses (t(75) = 4.90, p < 261 10 -6 ), item only hits (t(59) = 3.87, p < .001), item misses (t(83) = 8.86, p < 10 -13 ), and correct 262 rejections (t(99) = 11.28, p < 10 -16 ). Relative to item misses, hippocampal activity was 263 greater during associative misses (t(68) = 4.0, p < .001) and item only hits (t(51) = 5.37, p < 264 10 -6 ); activity did not differ between associative misses and item hits (t < 1) or between item 265 misses and correct rejections (t < 1). Moreover, generalized logistic and linear mixed effects 266 models revealed that greater trial-wise hippocampal activity was linked to (a) an increased 267 probability of an associative hit (χ 2 (1) = 63.23, p < 10 -15 ; Figure 4h ), (b) an increased 268 probability of post-scan exemplar-specific recall (χ 2 (1) = 58.98, p < 10 -14 ; Figure S3b ), but 269 (c) not faster associative hit RTs (χ 2 (1) = 2.19, p =.139). Thus, the probability of successful 270 pattern-completion-dependent associative retrieval increased with hippocampal activity. This 271 relationship was significant across hippocampal subfields, but greatest in DG/CA3 (see
272
Supplementary Results for subfield findings; Figure S4a ).
273
Cortical reinstatement is thought to depend on hippocampal pattern completion 274 triggered by retrieval cues (4-7). Consistent with this possibility, the magnitude of trial-wise 275 hippocampal retrieval activity predicted the strength of cortical reinstatement across all 276 retrieval attempts (VTC: χ 2 (1) = 42.38, p < 10 -11 ; ANG: χ 2 (1) = 34.92, p < 10 -19 ; Figure 4i ) 277 and when restricting analyses only to associative hit trials (VTC: χ 2 (1) = 7.01, p = .008; ANG: 278 χ 2 (1) = 12.24, p < .001). Similarly, hippocampal activity predicted within-event ERS
279
(controlling for within-category ERS) in VTC (all trials: χ 2 (1) = 4.57, p < .05; associative hit 280 only: χ 2 (1) =3.87, p < .05; see Figure S5 ); this relationship did not reach significance in ANG 12 (all trials: p = .388; associative hit only: p = .275). Collectively, these results constitute novel 282 evidence for a relationship between trial-wise hippocampal activity and cortical reinstatement 283 in older adults (see Supplementary Results for hippocampal subfield findings; Figure   284 S4b,c). 
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Effects of Age on Hippocampal and Cortical Indices of Pattern Completion
325
Our second key aim was to understand how hippocampal pattern completion processes vary 326 across individuals, turning first to the effects of age. To determine whether the trial-wise 327 relationships between our neural metrics and memory behaviour identified in Aim 1 varied as 328 a function of age, we added an interaction term (age*regressor of interest) to each mixed 329 effects model. We observed that age moderated the relationship between reinstatement 330 strength and associative retrieval success in VTC (χ 2 (1) = 6.96, p < .01) and marginally in 331 ANG (χ 2 (1) = 3.57, p = .059), such that older individuals exhibited a weaker relationship 332 between reinstatement strength and the likelihood of associative retrieval success. In 333 contrast, age did not moderate the relationship between a) hippocampal activity and 334 associative retrieval success (p = .643), or b) hippocampal activity and reinstatement 335 strength (VTC: p = .777; ANG: p = .773). These results suggest that age differentially affects 336 cortical and hippocampal indices of pattern completion, having a particular effect on the 337 translation of cortical evidence to memory behaviour.
338
To further understand the effects of age, we next asked whether the strength of 339 cortical reinstatement and hippocampal activity during successful associative retrieval 340 (adjusted for relevant nuisance regressors) was reduced with age. Regression analyses 341 revealed that (a) while hippocampal activity during associative hits (associative hit -CR) did 
373
To determine whether these variables explain unique variance in memory 374 performance, we used hierarchical regression (see Table 2 for model parameters). Given the observed relationships between this standardized neuropsychological 404 measure and the present indices of pattern completion, we asked whether delayed recall 405 score alone could account for the observed relationship between the neural measures and 406 exemplar-specific recall. When delayed recall score was added to the full model (see Table   407 2, Step 5), this measure explained additional variance in exemplar-specific recall (model 
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See Supplementary Results (Figure S7) for partial plots controlling for relevant nuisance variables. 
462
Consistent with the observed trial-level relationship between hippocampal activity 463 and associative retrieval success, we also demonstrate a positive relationship between the 464 magnitude of hippocampal activity during associative hits and associative memory 465 performance. Our findings complement and build on prior work (36), as we demonstrate that 466 this effect was observed across hippocampal subfields, including DG/CA3, and did not vary 467 significantly as a function of age. These results are compatible with proposals that the 468 20 relationship between hippocampal 'recollection success' effects and memory performance 469 remains stable across the lifespan (36), as well as more broadly, with proposals that 470 preservation of hippocampal function is important for the maintenance of episodic memory in 471 older adults over time (47) (48) . We note, however, that a negative relationship between 472 hippocampal retrieval activity and memory performance has also been observed in older 473 adults (e.g., 39, 42). Differences across studies may be related to (a) the paradigms and/or 474 contrasts employed (e.g., associative recollection vs. lure discrimination), (b) image 475 resolution (e.g., individual subfields vs. the whole hippocampus), or (c) the make-up of the 476 study population (e.g., cognitively normal or cognitively impaired; 49). Additional well-477 powered studies of hippocampal retrieval dynamics in older adults are needed to assess the 478 degree to which these variables alter the relationship between hippocampal activity and 479 memory behaviour.
480
The present results also provide novel insights into the basis of mnemonic decisions 481 in older adults. Specifically, we demonstrate that trial-wise indices of reinstatement strength 482 --indexed using classifier-derived evidence and encoding-retrieval pattern similarity --483 were tightly linked to memory behaviour, including response accuracy and speed. This 484 finding suggests that retrieval was not 'all or none', but likely graded (50-52). Indeed, while 485 participants were instructed during scanning to recollect the specific associate, correct 486 category judgments (agnostic to correct exemplar-specific recall) could nonetheless be 487 supported by retrieval of generic category information (i.e., a place), prototypical details 488 (e.g., a bridge), specific exemplar details (e.g., the Golden Gate Bridge), or even retrieval of 489 erroneous, but category consistent details (e.g., Niagara Falls). The category-level 490 reinstatement effects observed here likely reflect some combination of these retrieval 491 outcomes, as suggested by the strong correlation between post-scan exemplar-specific 492 recall and within-scan associative d', along with the observation that the proportion of 493 specific exemplars recalled post-scan was generally lower than correct categorical 494 judgements during scanning (though the former undoubtedly declined due to the longer 495 retention interval and interference effects). nature of the details recalled. For example, both category-and exemplar-specific associative 498 hits could be supported by retrieval of semantic details (e.g., the Golden Gate Bridge), 499 perceptual details (e.g., the bridge was red), or some combination (e.g., vividly recalling the 500 image of the Golden Gate Bridge). One possibility, though speculative, is that VTC and ANG 501 support representations of distinct types of event features (e.g., perceptual features in VTC 502 and semantic features in ANG). This possibility is in line with existing theories (53-54) and 503 also with the present observation that reinstatement strength in VTC and ANG made 504 complementary contributions to retrieval success. Regardless of the precise nature of the 505 details recalled, we demonstrate that, as in younger adults (10, 44, 51), recovery of stronger 506 mnemonic evidence was associated with greater accuracy and faster responses, and this 507 was true for representations supported by VTC and ANG alike. This relationship may reflect 508 reduced demands on post-retrieval monitoring and selection processes and/or greater 509 confidence in the face of stronger mnemonic evidence. Interestingly, the strength of the trial-510 level relationship between reinstatement strength and behaviour weakened with increased 511 age. This could be related to age-related changes in decision criteria, retrieval monitoring 512 ability, response strategies, or some combination of these factors. Future work is needed to 513 explore the specific neurocognitive basis of this intriguing effect, which likely involves 514 interactions between the medial temporal lobe and frontoparietal regions (26, 55).
515
Although we observed robust group-level cortical reinstatement effects during 516 associative hits, reinstatement strength declined with age, and partially mediated the 517 relationship between age and episodic memory. These data provide neuroimaging evidence 518 in support of proposals that age-related episodic memory decline is driven, in part, by a loss 519 of specificity or precision in mnemonic representations, a possibility that has been well-520 supported by behavioural evidence (56-58). Importantly, the effect of age on reinstatement 521 strength, and the relationship between reinstatement strength and memory performance, 
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Interestingly, while cortical reinstatement is a putative read-out of pattern completion, 532 a possibility further supported by the present data, the hippocampal and cortical metrics 533 defined here explained unique variance in memory performance, both at the trial level and 534 across individuals. Indeed, these measures together explained nearly three times as much 535 variance in exemplar-specific associative recall as age alone ( Table 2) . One possibility is 536 that hippocampal activity and cortical reinstatement strength index distinct aspects of 537 recollection: retrieval success vs. retrieval precision, respectively (e.g., 52, 62). That is,
538
whereas increases in hippocampal activity may signal recollection of some event details, this 539 signal alone may not indicate the fidelity or precision with which the event is recollected.
540
Conversely, reinstatement strength likely provides more information about the contents of 541 recollection, including the specificity or precision of mnemonic representations (e.g., recall of 542 generic as opposed to exemplar-specific details), and perhaps even the nature of the details 
549
Indeed, it is important to note that variability in episodic remembering, and indeed 550 variability in the strength of the present pattern completion metrics, is likely influenced by a 551 number of variables, only some of which are measured here. For example, aging may affect other processes at retrieval, including elaboration of retrieval cues (63) and post-retrieval 553 monitoring and selection (61, 64), as well as factors at encoding, including the differentiation 554 of stimulus representations (59-61), goal-directed or sustained attention (65-66), and 555 elaborative or 'strategic' encoding processes (67-68). These variables could vary both within 556 individuals (i.e., across trials), as well as between individuals (e.g., trait level differences).
557
The manner in which these variables impact pattern completion processes at retrieval, or 558 make independent contributions to episodic remembering in older adults, is an important 559 direction for future work. Nevertheless, the present results provide compelling initial 560 evidence that (a) hippocampal and cortical indices of pattern completion play a central role 561 in determining whether individual events will be remembered or forgotten, (b) that predicted 562 relationships between hippocampal activity, reinstatement strength, and associative memory 563 retrieval can be observed even late in the lifespan, and (c) and that these neural metrics 564 explain unique variance in memory performance across individuals.
565
Hippocampal and cortical indices of pattern completion not only explained variance in 566 our primary associative memory measures, but also in delayed recall performance on 567 standardized neuropsychological tests --among the most widely used assays of episodic 568 memory in the study of aging and disease. The relationship between these measures, 569 collected during separate testing sessions, suggests that the neural indices derived from 570 task-based fMRI are tapping into stable individual differences, and may represent a 571 sensitive biomarker of hippocampal and cortical function. Critically, we also demonstrate that 572 these neural and neuropsychological test measures explained unique variance in 573 associative memory, together accounting for 50% of the variance in exemplar-specific recall 574 across individuals. This not only indicates that the present neural indices provide information 575 that cannot be garnered from paper and pencil tests alone, but also suggests that we can 576 combine these neural metrics with existing measurement tools to build more accurate 577 models to explain individual differences in memory performance in older adults. An important 578 direction for future work is to assess whether combining task-related neural measures, such 579 as those identified here, with other known biomarkers of brain health and disease risk (e.g.,
580
24 in vivo measures of amyloid and tau accumulation, hippocampal volume, white matter 581 integrity; 69-70) can further increase sensitivity for explaining individual differences in 582 memory performance, as well as predicting future disease risk and memory decline prior to 583 the emergence of clinical impairment.
584
Taken together, the present results significantly advance our understanding of 585 fundamental retrieval processes supporting episodic memory in cognitively normal older 586 adults. By exploring how neural indices of pattern completion vary --both across trials and 587 across individuals --these findings demonstrate that hippocampal activity and cortical 588 reinstatement during memory retrieval provide a partial account for why and when older 589 adults remember, and they predict which older adults will perform better than others across 590 multiple widely adopted assays of episodic memory. Our findings also underscore the 591 striking heterogeneity in brain and behaviour among cognitively normal older adults, and 592 lend support to the hypothesis that this high within-group variance likely contributes to the 593 wealth of mixed findings in the literature, particularly for traditional group-level comparisons an 8-s inter-trial fixation. During retrieval blocks, the probe word changed from black to 664 green text when there was 1s remaining, indicating that the end of the trial was approaching 665 and signaling participants to respond (if they had not done so already). After the MR scan 666 session, a final overt cued-recall test was conducted outside the scanner to evaluate the 667 degree to which participants were able to recollect the specific face or place associated with 668 each target word. On this post-test, participants were presented with studied words, in 669 random order, and asked to provide the name of the associate or, if not possible, a 670 description of the associate in as much detail as they could remember. The post-test was 671 self-paced, with responses typed out on a keyboard; participants were instructed to provide 672 no response if no details of the associate could be remembered.
674
Memory Response Classification. The fMRI retrieval trials were classified into six conditions: 675 associative hits (AH; studied words for which the participant indicated the correct associate 676 category), associative misses (AM; studied words for which the participant indicated the 677 incorrect associate category), item hits (IH; studied words correctly identified as 'old'), item 678 misses (IM; studied words incorrectly identified as 'new'), item false alarms (FAI; foils 679 incorrectly called 'old'), associative false alarms (FAA; foils incorrectly indicated as 680 associated with a 'face' or a 'place'), and correct rejections (CR; foils correctly identified as 681 'new'). Because the number of false alarms was low (M = 5.1, SD = 4.7), these trials were 682 not submitted to fMRI analysis.
683
In-scanner associative memory performance was estimated using a discrimination 684 index, associative d'. Hit rate was defined as the rate of correct category responses to 685 studied words (AH) and the false alarm rate was defined as the rate of incorrect associative 686 responses to novel words (FAA). Thus, associative d' = Z('AH' | OLD / All OLD) -Z('FAA' | 687 NEW / All NEW). We additionally calculated an old/new discrimination index to assess basic 688 understanding of and ability to perform the task. Here, hit rate was defined as the rate of 689 correct old responses to studied words, irrespective of associative memory (AH, AM, IH), 690 and the false alarm rate was defined as the rate of incorrect old responses to novel words 691 28 (FAA, FAI). Thus, old/new d' = Z('AH' + 'AM' + 'IH' | OLD / All OLD) -Z('FAA' + 'FAI' | NEW / 692 All NEW).
693
The post-test data were analysed using a semi-automated method. Participants' 694 typed responses were first processed with in house R code to identify exact matches to the 695 name of the studied image. Responses that did not include exact matches were flagged, and 696 subsequently assessed by a human rater, who determined the correspondence between the 697 description provided by the participant and the correct associate. We computed the 698 proportion of studied words for which the associate was correctly recalled (Exemplar
699
Correct/All Old). One participant did not complete the post-test, leaving 99 participants in all 700 analyses of the post-test data.
702
MRI Data Acquisition. Data were acquired on a 3T GE Discovery MR750 MRI scanner (GE 703 Healthcare) using a 32-channel radiofrequency receive-only head coil (Nova Medical).
704
Functional data were acquired using a multiband EPI sequence (acceleration factor = 3) 705 consisting of 63 oblique axial slices parallel to the long axis of the hippocampus (TR = 2 s, 706 TE = 30 ms, FoV = 215 mm x 215 mm, flip angle = 74, voxel size = 1.8 × 1.8 × 2 mm). To 707 correct for B0 field distortions, we collected two B0 field maps before every functional run, 708 one in each phase encoding direction. Two structural scans were acquired: a whole-brain 709 high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical volume (TR = 7.26 ms, FoV = 230 mm × 230 mm, 710 voxel size = 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 mm, slices = 186), and a T2-weighted high-resolution anatomical 
727
Images with motion or intensity artifacts were automatically identified as those TRs in 728 which total displacement relative to the previous frame exceeded 0.5mm or in which the 729 average intensity across the whole brain deviated from the run mean by greater than five 
740
Using Freesurfer, we segmented the T1-weighted anatomical volume at the gray-741 white matter boundary and constructed tessellated meshes representing the cortical surface 742 (78). Functional data from each run were registered to the anatomical volume with a six 743 degrees-of-freedom rigid alignment optimizing a boundary-based cost function (80). Finally, 744 runs 2-4 were resampled into the space of run 1 using cubic spline interpolation to bring the 745 data into a common alignment. All analyses were thus performed in participant native space, 746 avoiding normalization to a group template.
30 748
Regions of Interest. Our analyses focus specifically on hippocampal pattern completion 749 processes --via hippocampal univariate activity and multivariate cortical reinstatement 750 metrics --in the aging brain. Thus, analyses were conducted in three a priori regions of 751 interest (ROI), selected based on existing theoretical and empirical work to optimize the 752 measurement of this process. Analyses of task-evoked univariate activity were focused on 753 the hippocampus, whereas multivoxel pattern analyses were conducted in ventral temporal 754 cortex (VTC) and angular gyrus (ANG), two cortical areas that have been reliably linked to 755 cortical reinstatement in healthy younger adults (10, 25, (44) (45) (46) . All ROIs were bilateral and 756 defined in participants' native space (Figure 2) .
757
The hippocampal mask was defined manually using each participant's high- 
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To first validate that classification of stimulus category (face/place) during encoding 792 was above chance for each ROI, we used a leave-one-run-out n-fold cross-validation 793 procedure on the encoding data. This yielded a value of probabilistic classifier output for 794 each trial, representing the degree to which the encoding pattern for a trial resembled the 795 pattern associated with a face or place trial. This output was converted to binary 796 classification accuracy indicating whether or not a given test trial was correctly classified 797 according to the category of the studied picture. Here we report the average classifier 798 accuracy across folds for each participant in each ROI.
799
To measure cortical reinstatement during memory retrieval, we trained a new 800 classifier on all encoding phase data, and then tested on all retrieval phase data. For each 801 retrieval trial, the value of probabilistic classifier output represented a continuous measure of 802 32 the probability (range 0-1) that the classifier assigned to the relevant category for each trial 803 (0 = certain place classification, 1 = certain face classification). For assessment of classifier 804 performance across conditions (associative hits, associative misses, item only hits, and item 805 misses) and ROI (VTC, ANG), we converted this continuous measure of classifier evidence 806 to binary classification accuracy, indicating whether or not a given retrieval trial was correctly 807 classified according to the category of the studied picture.
808
The significance of classifier performance for each condition and ROI was assessed 809 using permutation testing. We generated a null distribution for each participant by shuffling 810 the trial labels over 1000 iterations for each of the 10 subsampling iterations, calculating 811 mean classifier accuracy for each iteration. We then calculated the mean number of times 812 the permuted classifier accuracy met or exceeded observed classifier accuracy to derive a p 813 value indicating the probability that the observed classifier accuracy could arise by chance.
814
For trial-wise analyses relating cortical reinstatement strength to memory behaviour 815 (e.g., associative retrieval accuracy and reaction time) and other neural variables (e.g.,
816
hippocampal BOLD), a continuous measure of reinstatement strength was derived by 817 calculating the logits (log odds) of the probabilistic classifier output on each trial.
818
Reinstatement strength was signed in the direction of the correct associate for a given trial, 819 such that, regardless of whether the trial was a face or place trial, the evidence was positive 820 when the classifier guessed correctly, and negative when the classifier guessed incorrectly.
821
The magnitude of reinstatement strength was thus neutral with respect to which associate 822 category (face or place) was retrieved.
824
Pattern Similarity Analysis. To complement the classification analyses, we used pattern 825 similarity analyses to measure cortical reinstatement. This approach involved computing the 826 similarity (Pearson correlation) between trial-wise activity patterns extracted from ROIs 827 during encoding and retrieval (i.e., encoding-retrieval similarity; ERS). This analysis 828 approach affords the opportunity to not only examine reinstatement at the categorical level 829 (i.e., within-category ERS -between-category ERS) but also at the trial-unique item level 830 33 (i.e., within-event ERS -within-category ERS). For this analysis, we again used the 831 voxelwise activity patterns for each ROI, computing the correlation between encoding and 832 retrieval patterns separately for successful (i.e., associative hits) and unsuccessful (i.e., 833 associative misses, item only hits, item misses) retrieval trials, such that the events being 834 compared (within-event, within-category, between-category) were matched on associative 835 retrieval success. All correlations were Fisher transformed before computing the mean 836 correlation between different events of interest. 
